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Abstract
It is fundamental for personal robots to reliably navigate
to a specified goal. To study this task, PointGoal navigation
has been introduced in simulated Embodied AI environments.
Recent advances solve this PointGoal navigation task with
near-perfect accuracy (99.6% success) in photo-realistically
simulated environments, assuming noiseless egocentric vision, noiseless actuation and most importantly, perfect localization. However, under realistic noise models for visual
sensors and actuation, and without access to a “GPS and
Compass sensor,” the 99.6%-success agents for PointGoal
navigation only succeed with 0.3%.1 In this work, we demonstrate the surprising effectiveness of visual odometry for the
task of PointGoal navigation in this realistic setting, i.e.,
with realistic noise models for perception and actuation and
without access to GPS and Compass sensors. We show that
integrating visual odometry techniques into navigation policies improves the state-of-the-art on the popular Habitat
PointNav benchmark by a large margin, improving success
from 64.5% to 71.7% while executing 6.4 times faster.

1. Introduction
The ability to navigate efficiently and accurately within
an indoor environment is fundamental to personal robots
and has been a focus of research in computer vision for
many years [37]. To coalesce the community around a common framework and standard metrics, Anderson et al. [2]
proposed the task of PointGoal navigation. In PointGoal navigation, an agent is randomly spawned in a previously unseen
environment and has to navigate to a point goal specified relative to the agent’s initial location and orientation, e.g., ‘Go
5m north, 3m west relative to start’. The agent uses a discrete action space (e.g., move forward 0.25m, turn left
or turn right 30 , and stop) to navigate in the environment. Under the assumption of noiseless egocentric vision (noise-free RGB + depth sensors), noise-free actuation
(e.g., turn left will always turn exactly 30 ) and perfect lo1 https://eval.ai/web/challenges/challenge-page/580/
leaderboard/1631 (Habitat Team).
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Figure 1: Noiseless (a) and noisy (b) PointGoal navigation. In the
noisy setting, the agent observes: 1) sensor noises in egocentric
observation; 2) actuation perturbations. The second column shows
a histogram of orientation angle changes caused by a turn left
action; 3) no localization information. The agent’s inaccurate
localization results in uncertainty about the goal location.

calization using GPS+Compass sensors, recent methods solve
this task with near-perfect accuracy (99.6% success) [53].
However, these assumptions are unrealistic. Note that
GPS sensors typically don’t yield a precise location in indoor environments. In addition, perception and actuation
of real robots often depend heavily on environment lighting and friction coefficients of surfaces. To study this more
realistic setting, in a recent benchmark2 , PointGoal navigation was updated to include noisy actuation models from
real robots [35]. For example, for a single turn left action, the actual turn angle varies significantly as shown in
column two of Fig. 1. Also, RGB and depth noise models
from [9] were incorporated to simulate a real-world camera.
Most importantly, as illustrated in column three of Fig. 1, the
agent does not have access to GPS+Compass data and must
navigate solely based on egocentric RGB + depth (RGBD) measurements. Under such a more realistic setting, the
performance of a policy that is near-perfect in noiseless scenarios [53] drops drastically to 0.3%. Improving upon it,
prior state-of-the-art [24] incorporates particle SLAM into
visual navigation and achieves a success rate of 64.5% under
such a realistic setting. Compared to the 99.6% success rate
on the noiseless version of the task, navigation with noisy
perception and actuation as well as without localization information hence remains challenging.
2 https://aihabitat.org/challenge/2020/
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To better understand the challenges of navigation in this
realistic setting, we study three visual odometry (VO) techniques. We find those VO techniques to be surprisingly
effective for PointGoal navigation in this realistic setting.
Specifically, we 1) leverage the geometric invariances of visual odometry; 2) incorporate discretization and ensembling
to safeguard against noise; and 3) use top-down orthographic
projection of depth information as an additional signal. For
1), we note that the estimated motion for a given pair of observations is related to the motion estimated for the permuted
observation. Two loss terms encourage this relation. For 2)
we study Dropout [46] in the last two layers of the visual
odometry model to safeguard against uncertainty within the
egomotion prediction, following [25]. We also find depth
discretization to be effective. For 3), we infer an egocentric
top-down projection from depth information at each individual step. We find that such a simple projection, which is
local to each step, benefits egomotion estimation.
On the Habitat Challenge 2020 PointNav benchmark, we
show that those three techniques are surprisingly effective,
achieving a 71.7% success rate and a 52.5% SPL, which
improves significantly upon the 64.5% and 37.7% SPL from
prior state-of-the-art (SOTA). Moreover, using VO in a navigation policy also executes 6.4 times faster than prior SOTA.
We perform exhaustive ablations to show the efficacy of each
of the three techniques and find that all the aforementioned
techniques contribute to a more accurate navigation.
Importantly, we train this visual odometry model separately instead of learning it online with the policy. Using the VO model as a drop-in replacement for a perfect
GPS+Compass permits to re-use navigation policies that
were learned with perfect localization information (i.e., with
GPS+Compass sensor) without any expensive re-training.
Note that the visual odometry model can be trained for different environment dynamics using a static dataset of only a
couple of million frames. In contrast, navigation policies are
typically trained using over a billion frames collected using
six-months of GPU-time [53].
To summarize, we study three techniques for realistic
PointGoal navigation: 1) leveraging geometric invariances
via losses; 2) incorporating discretization and ensembling;
3) using top-down projection of depth information.
We show: learning such a visual odometry model offline
using only a couple of million frames and directly replacing the GPS+Compass input of a navigation policy achieves
SOTA performance on the standard PointNav benchmark.

2. Related work
Navigation for embodied tasks. Recently, there has
been a renewed interest in the field of Embodied AI. The
community has built several indoor navigation simulators
[41, 57, 40, 27] on top of photo-realistic scans of 3D environments [27, 6, 47, 56, 55]. To test a robot’s ability to perceive,

navigate and interact with the environment, the community
has also introduced several tasks [57, 5, 45, 10, 52, 36, 3, 28,
48, 22, 21, 51, 16, 34, 33, 31, 32] and benchmarks. Specifically, Batra et al. [5] introduce evaluation details for the task
of Object Navigation, requiring the agent to navigate to a
given object class instead of a final point-goal. Similarly,
Room Navigation [36] requires the agent to navigate to a
given room type. More recently, Krantz et al. [45, 28, 48]
extend the navigation task to utilize instructions in natural
language. VLN [2, 28] and ALFRED [45] require the agent
to follow a sequence of natural language instructions in order
to reach the specified goal. Thomason et al. [48] introduce
Vision-and-Dialog Navigation that requires back-and-forth
communication in order to reach the desired location. Jain
et al. [22, 21] develop FurnLift and FurnMove to study visual multi-agent navigation. While these tasks differ in their
setup, each of them requires the agent to navigate accurately
in an environment. Towards this, the agent’s navigation policy assumes perfect knowledge of an agent’s location and
orientation (for example by using a perfect GPS+Compass
sensor). Recently, to alleviate this unrealistic assumption,
Datta et al. [11] propose to estimate egomotion from a pair
of depth maps. Like them, we also conduct egomotion estimation from visual observation. However, differently, we
study components that improve robustness. As we show in
Sec. 4.3, without improving robustness to observation and
actuation noise, the model yields inferior results.
Camera pose estimation and visual odometry (VO). Camera pose estimation is related to localization estimation. E.g.,
direct use of a convolutional neural net (CNN) to estimate
relative camera pose was studied [59, 30], following the
aforementioned egomotion estimation [11]. These models
don’t usually consider robustness. Meanwhile, in the last
few decades, a number of methods have been developed
for VO [42, 14]. The pipeline typically consists of several
steps from camera calibration, feature selection and matching to motion estimation from correspondences, outlier detection, and bundle adjustment. More recently, various deeplearning-based architectures have been proposed for VO. For
instance, Wang et al. [49] proposed a CNN + recurrent neural net (RNN) to estimate VO in an outdoor environment
from RGB input. Because three successive frames in indoor
navigation have little overlap, we find sequential training
with an RNN to not help. In contrast, we use a faster ResNet18 [17] architecture to learn VO from a noisy RGB-D input
pair. Wang et al. [50] leverage the mathematical group property of the rigid motion to learn a VO model for outdoor
navigation. Similarly, we also utilize geometric invariance
constraints as a self-supervisory signal during training. In
addition, we deliberately utilize representations that make
the model robust to observation noise.
To model the agent’s uncertainty about its egomotion
prediction, Kendall et al. [25] used Dropout [46] after each
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b Ct !C 2SE(2) in PointGoal navigation (Sec. 3.1). (b) The visual
Figure 2: The studied method. (a) We estimate the transformation H
t+1
b Ct !C
odometry (VO) operates on two consecutive egocentric observations (It , It+1 ) and yields H
(·). To
t+1 (Sec. 3.5). (c) Illustration for
deal with noise, besides raw RGBt and deptht , we find discretization d-deptht (Sec. 3.3) and top-down projection s-projt (Sec. 3.4) to help.

convolution layer and the penultimate linear layer. At test
time, their model uses 40 random samples to get a robust
estimate of the egomotion. 40 forward passes of the model
at every time step is prohibitively expensive when used as
input to a navigation policy. Moreover, since the input to
the VO model is already noisy, adding Dropout to the CNN
architecture provides little benefit. Instead, we add Dropout
to the last two layers of the model, and approximate the
effect of averaging the predictions from multiple models by
scaling the parameters of the last two layers. This permits
robust estimation with a single forward pass.

3. Approach
We study a simple but effective visual odometry (VO)
model, suitable for Embodied AI tasks that predict egomotion from a pair of noisy RGB-D frames. This VO model,
which is based solely on classical components, can be used
as a drop-in replacement for a perfect GPS+Compass sensor in a downstream navigation task. In the following, an
overview is provided before the components are discussed.

3.1. Overview
The model is illustrated in Fig. 2. PointGoal navigation [2] requires an agent to navigate to a point goal vtg ,
which is specified relative to the agent’s current location at
each time step t. After the first move, due to noise, the agent
btg of the relative position.
only has an estimate v
btg as well as
Based on the estimated relative coordinates v
egocentric observations It until time t, e.g., measurements
from an RGB-D sensor, the agent chooses the next action
towards the goal. For this, the agent computes a distribution
over an action space A = {turn left, turn right, . . . },
i.e., a policy ⇡(·|b
vtg , It ). Upon executing action at 2 A,
the agent’s position and orientation change. This results in
a change of the agent’s local coordinate system from Ct to
Ct+1 . Any point’s location in coordinate system Ct can be
transformed to that of coordinate system Ct+1 using a transformation HCt !Ct+1 , which is an element of the group of
rigid transformations in the 2D plane, i.e., SE(2). This assumes that the agent’s motion is planar which holds because
an episode is defined on a single floor. Note, all techniques
can be extended easily to SE(3) if required.

However, transformation HCt !Ct+1 is not available because perfect location change measurements are not accessib C !C
ble. Hence, we need to estimate H
t
t+1 2 SE(2) given
the agent’s egocentric observations. Using the transformab C !C , the agent computes the goal’s relative position H
t
t+1
btg via
tion at time t + 1 from its prior estimate v
g
b C !C · v
bt+1
btg .
v
=H
t
t+1

(1)

Sec. 3.2 discusses how to estimate the transformation
b C !C
H
from egocentric observations by using geomett
t+1
ric invariances. Sec. 3.3 explains a simple way to make a
visual odometry model robust to uncertainty in egomotion
estimates. Next, Sec. 3.4 discusses a simple method to utilize a top-down projection from egocentric observation as an
additional signal. Finally, Sec. 3.5 details training.

3.2. Geometric Invariances for Visual Odometry
The goal is to learn a convolutional neural net (CNN)
b C !C
that estimates the transformation H
2 SE(2) from
t
t+1
a given pair of egocentric observations (It , It+1 ). Formally,
an element of SE(2) is specified by a translation ⇠bCt !Ct+1 2
R2 in the ground plane and an angle ✓bCt !Ct+1 2 R, i.e.,

bC !C
R
⇠bCt !Ct+1
t
t+1
b C !C
H
=
,
(2)
t
t+1
1
"
#
cos(✓bCt !Ct+1 ) sin(✓bCt !Ct+1 )
b
with RCt !Ct+1=
2SO(2)
sin(✓bCt !Ct+1 ) cos(✓bCt !Ct+1 )
denoting the estimated rotation matrix from the special
orthogonal group. Given this parameterization, we found
SE(2) estimation via regression to be effective when using
the following loss: Lreg
Ct !Ct+1 ,
k⇠Ct !Ct+1

⇠bCt !Ct+1 k22 + k✓Ct !Ct+1 ✓bCt !Ct+1 k22 . (3)

Here, ⇠Ct !Ct+1 and ✓Ct !Ct+1 are grounth-truth SE(2) components while ⇠bCt !Ct+1 and ✓bCt !Ct+1 are estimates of the
model f illustrated in Fig. 2(b), i.e.,
⇣
⌘
⇠bCt !Ct+1 , ✓bCt !Ct+1 = f (( (It ), (It+1 ))) . (4)

Further, refers to parameters of the VO model and denotes a function that processes egocentric observations. The
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architecture of the model will be presented in Sec. 3.5.
Note, use of the loss given in Eq. (3) is common for
learning the parameters of a VO model which often exhibits
the structure given in Eq. (4), e.g., [49, 11]. However, as
we show in Sec. 4.3, without specifically accounting for
perceptual and actuation noise, pure regression does not
work well. We discuss robustness improvements next.
Beyond regressing to ground truth data via the loss given
in Eq. (3), more information is available in a pair of observations (It , It+1 ). To see this, suppose the agent observes
(It , It+1 ) followed by (It+1 , It ). In this case we know
that, in general, the agent returned to its original location.
This is more formally described via the SE(2) invariance
HCt !Ct+1 HCt+1 !Ct = I3⇥3 . Such geometric invariances
are ubiquitous. To exploit them, in addition to the regression
loss given in Eq. (3), we found two additional losses during
training of a VO model to help:
inv, rot
inv, trans
Linv
Ct !Ct+1 , LCt !Ct+1 + LCt !Ct+1 .
rot
Linv,
Ct !Ct+1

(5)

trans
Linv,
Ct !Ct+1

and
are the rotation and translation invariance loss, which are explained next.
Rotation invariance. Intuitively, if a rotation with angle ✓Ct !Ct+1 transforms coordinates in Ct to ones in Ct+1 ,
then the inverse coordinate transformation from Ct+1 to
Ct will be achieved via a rotation with angle ✓Ct !Ct+1 ,
i.e., ✓Ct+1 !Ct = ✓Ct !Ct+1 . Consequently, a VO model
which receives egocentric observations (It , It+1 ) followed
by observations (It+1 , It ) should be encouraged to predict
✓bCt !Ct+1 + ✓bCt+1 !Ct = 0. This is achieved via the selfsupervised learning loss
rot
b
b
Linv,
Ct !Ct+1 , ✓Ct !Ct+1 + ✓Ct+1 !Ct

2
.
2

(6)

Translation invariance. The translation invariance property
is intuitively similar to the one for rotation. If the transformation from Ct to Ct+1 consists of pure translation ⇠Ct !Ct+1 ,
then the reverse transformation from Ct+1 to Ct is simply
another translation with ⇠Ct+1 !Ct = ⇠Ct !Ct+1 . This results in the loss k⇠bCt !Ct+1 + ⇠bCt+1 !Ct k22 . The relation is
slightly more involved when the transformation consists of
both rotation and translation. We obtain
bC !C · ⇠bC !C 2 . (7)
Linv, trans , ⇠bC !C + R
Ct !Ct+1

t

t+1

t

t+1

t+1

t

2

We provide the formal derivation of the losses in Eq. (6) and
Eq. (7) in the appendix.

3.3. Robustness to Uncertainty
In addition to leveraging geometric invariances, we found
it was important to further increase robustness of the model’s
SE(2) estimation. This is important because measurements
are noisy: 1) visual observations differ even if the camera
position and orientation are identical because of observation noises. This makes the processing of observations brittle; 2) perturbations in actuation influence the VO model’s

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3: Steps to infer an egocentric top-down projection from
depth. Top and bottom rows show inferred top-down projections
from noisy and noiseless depth image at the same location. (b,e):
top-down scatter plot. (c,f): the soft top-down projection. As can
be seen, after processing, (c) and (f) share more similarities than
(b) and (e), making the representation more robust to depth noises.

prediction since they increase the variance of rotation and
translation. For robustness we use two classical techniques:
Ensemble. To improve robustness, one can train an ensemble of models. Averaging predictions over an ensemble
typically reduces variance. However, reinforcement learning (RL) based navigation systems need billions of samples
to train a good policy [53]. Since the policy relies on the
VO model to provide the agent’s current location estimate,
it is important to increase the inference speed and avoid
unnecessary computations. Therefore, instead of ensembling multiple models, we found it helpful to train one CNN
architecture while adding Dropout [46] to the last two fullyconnected (FC) layers. This economically resembles the
behavior of training a large number of ensembles [4, 18].
During training, Dropout randomly disables hidden units in
the FC layer with a probability p, essentially sampling from
a collection of sub-networks. During inference, every hidden
unit in the FC layer is scaled with the same factor p to mimic
the averaging of predictions from multiple sub-networks.
Depth discretization. In addition, we found depth discretization to yield a more robust representation of the egocentric observation of a range sensor. Specifically, a singlechannel depth map depth is discretized into representation
d-depth with N channels using a one-hot encoding. Given
a pixel of depth at image coordinates (x, y) we obtain the
value of the i-th channel of d-depth via
d-depthi (x, y) =

{depth(x, y) 2 [zi

1 , zi )} ,

(8)

where {·} denotes the indicator function and {zi 1 , zi }
are endpoints of discretization intervals. Intuitively, this increases the absolute tolerance of the depth uncertainty to
mini |zi 2zi 1 | since the same representation will be generated unless a depth entry crosses the interval boundary.
Empirically we find an equidistant discretization into N intervals using end-points zi = i · (zmax zmin )/N to work
well. Here, zmax and zmin are the maximum (10m) and
minimum depth (0m) value respectively.
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3.4. Top-Down Projection as Additional Signal
Intuitively a map should further improve model robustness. However, the key challenge in our setting: noise in
the depth sensor is fairly subtle and often hardly visible (see
Fig. 3(a,d)). But once projected to a 2D layout, the noise
manifests itself in gross deviations, holes, and blockages as
apparent in Fig. 3(b,e). To address this challenge we use
a normalized soft projection. Normalized soft projection
s-projt , shown in Fig. 3(c,f), resembles the room layout
given by the depth maps. Note that they also share more
similarities than the projection given in Fig. 3(b,e).
We obtain the soft projection by 1) mapping depth observations into 3D point clouds, 2) using a 2D top-down
orthographic projection, and 3) normalizing the projection
with respect to the number of points within each pixel. Soft
projections are provided as input to the end-to-end trained
VO model which learns to use it appropriately. Details of
how to compute soft projections are presented in appendix.

3.5. VO Model Architecture, Training Details, and
Integration with Navigation Policy
Model Architecture. The visual odometry model f in
Eq. (4) employs a ResNet-18 [17] backbone to extract visual
features. For this we first compute representations from
egocentric observation as sketched in Fig. 2(c) via
(It ) , (RGBt , deptht , d-deptht , s-projt ).

(9)

Then, we stack ( (It ), (It+1 )) along the channel dimension to obtain the ResNet-18 input. Since RGBt , deptht ,
d-deptht and s-projt have three, one, N and one channels respectively, the input to the ResNet-18 is a tensor
b C !C , we
with (2N + 10) channels. To estimate H
t
t+1
use two Fully Connected (FC) layers with Dropout on
top of the ResNet-18 feature extractor. These FC layers
operate
⇣ on 512-dimensional features
⌘ and produce the output ⇠ˆCxt !Ct+1 , ⇠ˆCzt !Ct+1 , ✓bCt !Ct+1 . Here ⇠ˆCzt !Ct+1 refers
to the translation in the agent’s forward direction while
⇠ˆCxt !Ct+1 refers to the translation in the direction perpendicular to the forward motion on the ground plane.
VO training. We train the visual odometry model f on
a dataset Dtrain =
(It , It+1 ), ⇠Ct !Ct+1 , ✓Ct !Ct+1
,
dCt !Ct+1 . Each data point consists of a pair of egocentric
observations as well as ground-truth translation and rotation
angle. The model is optimized to jointly minimize the regression loss and geometric invariance loss defined in Eq. (3)
and Eq. (5), i.e., we address min LVO ,
i
Xh
reg
trans inv, trans
rot inv, rot
reg LCt !Ct+1+ inv LCt !Ct+1+ inv LCt !Ct+1 ,

dCt !Ct+1 2Dtrain

where reg , trans
and rot
inv
inv are user-specified hyperparameters. We set them to 1.0 in our experiments. We
optimize the VO model with Adam [26] using a learning rate
of 2.5⇥10 4 . The dropout factor is p = 0.2 during training.

(a) Plot of ⇠Ct !Ct+1 and ✓Ct !Ct+1 from data w/o collisions.

(b) Plot of ⇠Ct !Ct+1 and ✓Ct !Ct+1 from data with collisions.

Figure 4: Three-drawing plot of VO training data Dtrain described
in Sec. 4.1. Different actions have obviously distinct SE(2) distributions, which we find cannot be well-learnt with a unifed model.

Navigation policy training. The focus of our work is PointGoal navigation under realistic conditions, i.e., noisy observations and actuation as well as no access to GPU+Compass
sensors. In order to demonstrate that VO techniques can be a
simple drop-in replacement for a ground truth GPS+Compass
sensor, we directly use the navigation policy from [53].
Specifically, the navigation policy ⇡ consists of a 2-layer
LSTM [19] and uses a ResNet-18 [17] backbone to process
the visual observations. The policy is learned independently
of the visual odometry model and has access to perfect location data. During training, at each time step t, the policy
⇡ operates on egocentric observations It , the ground-truth
point goal vtg as well as prior actions at 1 , and computes
a distribution over the action space A. To learn the policy
we use DD-PPO [53], a distributed version of PPO [44]. We
use the same set of hyper-parameters and reward shaping
settings [53], which we discuss more in the appendix.
Visual odometry for navigation. During inference, at every
time t + 1, the agent obtains an egocentric observation It+1 .
Together with the previous egocentric observation It , the VO
b C !C
model f computes the SE(2) estimate H
using
t
t+1
btg from the
Eq. (4). Given the relative position estimate v
g
bt+1
previous time t, the agent updates the current estimate v
via Eq. (1) and uses it as policy input.

4. Experiments
We strive to answer the following questions: 1) to what
extent does such a visual odometry (VO) model help navigation? 2) what contributes to its performance? We report results on the online Habitat Challenge test split in Sec. 4.2 and
conduct ablation on the offline validation split in Sec. 4.3.
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4.1. Experimental Setup
Simulator specification. All experiments are conducted
using the Habitat simulator [41] and we follow the Habitat PointNav Challenge [1] guidelines for all studies. We
summarize them here and defer details to the appendix:
Dataset. We utilize the training data released as part of the
Habitat Challenge. It consists of 72 scenes from the Gibson
dataset [58] with a rating of 4 or above (Gibson-4+). The
offline validation split consists of 14 different scenes which
are not part of the training dataset.
Observations. Similar to a LoCoBot3 , the agent is equipped
with an RGB-D camera mounted at a height of 0.88m. It
has a 70 field of view and records egocentric observations
of resolution 341(width) ⇥ 192(height). The visual observations incorporate a noise model [9].
Actuation. The action space A consists of four actions:
move forward which moves the agent forward by ⇠ 25cm,
turn left and turn right which rotate the agent by ⇠
30 , and stop. The agent exhibits actuation noise modeled
after the LoCoBot robot [35]. During collisions, the ‘sliding’
behavior that allows the agent to slide along the obstacle
instead of stopping is disabled. This more accurately mimics the movement of a real robot [23]. Fig. 4 shows how
actuation noise and collisions affect an agent’s ground-truth
translation and rotation for each action type.
VO dataset. To train the VO model, we create a dataset
Dtrain of one million data points from 24,286 trajectories
uniformly sampled from 72 training scenes.4 As described
in Sec. 3.5, each data point dCt !Ct+1 consists of a pair of
observations as well as ground-truth translation and rotation:
(It , It+1 ), ⇠Ct !Ct+1 , ✓Ct !Ct+1 . We generate data points
from each scene by repeating the following three-step procedure: 1) randomly sample a starting position and orientation
of the agent and a navigable PointGoal in the scene; 2) follow the shortest path to navigate from starting point to the
point goal; and 3) randomly sample data points dCt !Ct+1
along the trajectory. We find that due to actuation noise, the
action leads to collisions approximately 11.25% of the time.
The distribution of the ground-truth translation and rotation
in this VO dataset Dtrain is illustrated in Fig. 4. We observe
move forward, turn left, and turn right to have distinct
distributions. This finding motivates to train action-specific
models, which is effective for this task.
Metrics. PointGoal Navigation is evaluated on several criteria, summarized by Anderson et al. [2]. An episode is
considered successful (S = 1) if the agent stops within
0.36m (2⇥ the agent radius) of the target global coordinate,
otherwise the episode is marked as failed (S = 0). Using
the length of the shortest-path trajectory l and the length of
an agent’s path la for an episode, Success Weighted by Path
Length (SPL) is defined as S max(ll a ,l) . SPL intuitively cap3 http://www.locobot.org/
4 Trajectories

are shortest paths computed on ground-truth layout map.

Table 1: Online evaluation as of 1:30 am CST, Mar. 17th, 2021. S,
SPL, and SoftSPL are reported in %.
Rank Team
1-1
1-2
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Ours w/ finetuning
Ours w/o finetuning
Karkus et al. [24]
Ramakrishnan et al. [38]
Information Bottleneck
Datta et al. [11]
cogmodel team (39)
cso
UCULab
Habitat Team

S " SPL" dG # SoftSPL" Time (h)#

71.7
69.8
64.5
29.0
16.3
15.7
1.3
1.2
0.8
0.3

52.5
52.0
37.7
22.0
12.2
11.9
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.0

0.802
0.823
0.697
2.567
2.075
2.232
4.879
4.632
6.555
6.929

66.5
65.7
52.1
47.3
56.1
58.6
30.4
24.7
10.4
3.8

5.83
6.63
37.50
11.06
2.73
2.31
5.47
5.57
15.12
-

tures how closely the agent followed the shortest path and
successfully completed the episode. Distance to goal (dG )
captures the geodesic distance between the agent and the
goal upon episode termination averaged across all episodes.
Finally, the challenge also introduced the new SoftSPL metric [11]: using the starting geodesic distance to the goal dinit
and the termination geodesic distance dG , SoftSPL is defined
G
as (1 ddinit
) max(ll a ,l) . It replaces the binary success S with a
progress indicator that measures how close the agent gets to
the target global coordinate at episode termination.

4.2. Results on the Online Leaderboard
Tab. 1 shows the results from the online leaderboard on
the test-standard split5 of the Habitat Challenge PointNav
Benchmark 2020 (we will call it Challenge hereafter). The
2020 winners achieved a success of 29.0% by integrating
occupancy anticipation [38] into active neural SLAM [7]
(Rank 3 in Tab. 1). Karkus et al. [24] proposed an end-toend particle SLAM-net to generate a global occupancy map
and utilized D⇤ to plan the path, pushing SOTA to 64.5%
in Nov. 2020 (Rank 2 in Tab. 1). Our approach of training
a visual odometry model taking into account robustness
as discussed in Sec. 3 and aforementioned action-specific
design improves SOTA to 71.7%. Specifically, we evaluate
the VO model quality in two settings: 1) direct integration
into a pre-trained navigation policy as a drop-in module;
2) fine-tuning of a pre-trained policy w.r.t. the VO using
a small budget.6 Rank 1-1 and 1-2 in Tab. 1 verify that
combining all of the discussed techniques achieves state-ofthe-art performance on three out of four metrics, irrespective
of fine-tuning. Besides success rate, it improves SPL by
14.8 points (from 37.7% to 52.5%). Regarding SoftSPL, it
improves 7.9 points (from 58.6% of Rank 5 to 66.5%). Note,
VO in the navigation policy executes evaluation 6.4 times
faster than Rank 2 [24] (5.83 vs. 37.50 hours) and 1.9 times
faster than Rank 3 [38] (5.83 vs. 11.06 hours).

4.3. Ablations

To better understand the role of each technique, we perform an extensive ablation study (Row 1 - 19) in Tab. 2.
Specifically, we ablate over all combinations of: 1) visual
5 https://evalai.cloudcv.org/web/challenges/
challenge-page/580/leaderboard/1631
6 We finetuned the policy using 14.7 million frames, instead of billions
of frames required to train a policy.
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Table 2: Evaluation on the Gibson-4+ validation split. VO prediction errors are presented in the order of (⇠ˆCxt !Ct+1 , ⇠ˆCzt !Ct+1 , ✓bCt !Ct+1 ).
Results are reported from three evaluations with different seeds. We use D as abbreviation for depth. S, SPL, and SoftSPL are reported in %.
Visual

DD

VO
S-Proj Dropout ActInfo

0

DeepVO [49]

Policy
Tune

S"

SPL"

dG #

SoftSPL"

100.49

50±1

39±1

0.93±0.02

65±0

(2.40, 1.83, 1.62)±(0.00, 0.00, 0.01)

3.92
3.92
3.93

52±1
54±2
61±1

39±1
40±1
46±1

0.94±0.01
1.21±0.04
1.14±0.05

64±1
61±1
62±1

(1.96, 1.62, 1.37)±(0.02, 0.02, 0.01)
(1.88, 1.53, 1.38)±(0.01, 0.02, 0.02)
(1.72, 1.10, 1.23)±(0.04, 0.00, 0.00)

3.93
3.93

68±1
42±1

51±1
31±1

0.78±0.03
1.64±0.07

66±0
57±0

(1.42, 0.98, 1.03)±(0.01, 0.01, 0.02)
(1.71, 1.35, 1.84)±(0.00, 0.01, 0.01)

12.4
12.4
3⇥3.93

70±1
72±0
75±0

52±1
53±0
56±0

0.89±0.04
0.83±0.10
0.68±0.06

65±0
65±0
66±0

(1.39, 1.02, 1.01)±(0.01, 0.01, 0.01)
(1.36, 0.89, 0.93)±(0.02, 0.01, 0.01)
(1.24, 0.86, 0.82)±(0.00, 0.00, 0.01)

DataAug GeoInv #param (M)

Pred Error per Step (e

2

)#

1
2
3

RGB
D
RGB-D

4
5

RGB-D
RGB-D

3
3(rnd10)

6
7
8

RGB-D
RGB-D
RGB-D

3
3
3

Embed
SepAct

9 RGB-D
10 RGB-D

3
3

SepAct
SepAct

3
3

3

3⇥3.93
3⇥3.93

75±2
77±1

56±1
57±0

0.67±0.03
0.65±0.04

66±0
67±0

(1.15, 0.85, 0.78)±(0.00, 0.00, 0.01)
(1.13, 0.85, 0.76)±(0.01, 0.00, 0.01)

3
3
3

SepAct
SepAct
SepAct

3
3
3

3
3
3

3⇥3.96
3⇥3.96
3⇥3.96

74±2
79±1
79±0

57±1
60±1
60±0

0.70±0.05
0.54±0.00
0.52±0.03

68±0
69±0
69±0

(1.07, 1.03, 0.69)±(0.01, 0.01, 0.01)
(1.08, 0.90, 0.67)±(0.00, 0.00, 0.00)
(1.06, 0.85, 0.67)±(0.00, 0.00, 0.01)

3
3
3
3

SepAct
SepAct
SepAct
SepAct

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

3⇥3.95
3⇥3.93
3⇥3.96
3⇥3.92

72±1
77±1
79±1
59±2

55±1
59±1
61±1
45±1

0.72±0.01
0.54±0.04
0.52±0.02
0.74±0.05

68±0
70±0
69±0
67±0

(1.40, 0.84, 0.86)±(0.00, 0.00, 0.00)
(1.12, 0.91, 0.72)±(0.00, 0.00, 0.00)
(1.18, 0.78, 0.75)±(0.00, 0.00, 0.01)
(2.02, 1.73, 1.15)±(0.01, 0.00, 0.01)

81±1

62±1

0.51±0.03

70±0

(1.10, 0.84, 0.68)±(0.00, 0.00, 0.01)

82±1

63±1

0.48±0.00

71±0

(1.08, 0.85, 0.65)±(0.01, 0.01, 0.00)

97±0

71±0

0.42±0.02

70±0

11 RGB-D
12 RGB-D
13 RGB-D

5
10
20

14
D
15 RGB-D
16 RGB
17 RGB

10
10

3
3
3

18 RGB-D

10

3

3

SepAct

3

3

3⇥3.96

19 RGB-D

10

3

3

SepAct

3

3

3⇥3.96

20

3

Ground-Truth

sensors (RGB and/or depth); 2) geometric invariance learning discussed in Sec. 3.2; 3) dropout and depth discretization
detailed in Sec. 3.3; 4) soft egocentric projection described
in Sec. 3.4; 5) use of action-specific models mentioned
in Sec. 4.1. Note, the VO is a drop-in replacement in a
pretrained navigation policy in Row 1 - 18 (no fine-tuning).
Evaluation is conducted on 994 episodes from 14 validation scenes, each of which provides 71 episodes. We
abbreviate the discretized depth d-depth defined in Eq. (8)
via DD and use S-Proj to indicate use of the top-down projection discussed in Sec. 3.4. In addition to the aforementioned
metrics, we also report the VO prediction absolute error
per navigation step for ⇠ˆCxt !Ct+1 , ⇠ˆCzt !Ct+1 , and ✓bCt !Ct+1 ,
discussed in Sec. 3.5.
Note, prior work showed that without GPS+Compass sensor, the policy achieves 0 SPL after 100-million-frame training and 15% SPL after 2.5-billion-frame training [53].7 In
contrast, when evaluated with perfect GPS+Compass sensors
under noisy observations and actuations (Row 19 in Tab. 2),
the policy obtains 71% SPL with 97% success rate. We
now discuss to what extent each of the techniques detailed
in Sec. 3 and Sec. 4.1 shrinks this gap.
Both RGB and Depth observations help visual odometry.
Row 1 - 3 study the role of visual modalities for visual
odometry. We find that the RGB-D model (Row 3) has lower
per-step prediction error and higher navigation success rate
compared to RGB-only (Row 1) and depth-only (Row 2) VO
models. This finding overturns the accepted conventional
wisdom in this sub-field [53, 11] that RGB models overfit
7 Note, [53] do not train with observation and actuation noise, 15% SPL
is hence an upper bound.

and depth-only models outperform RGB-D models. We
find that both RGB and depth observations are important for
training a visual odometry model. We hypothesize that RGB
enables better feature matching between frames. In addition,
this result highlights the advantage of separately training
VO model and navigation policy as they capture different
features of the input observations.
Adding Dropout in the VO model learns a more robust
egomotion estimator. We find significant performance improvements when using Dropout to economically mimic an
ensemble for more robust egomotion prediction. Empirical
results demonstrate the effectiveness of this design as success rate and SPL improve 7 and 5 points respectively (Row
3 vs. 4 in Tab. 2). To demonstrate the advantage of a single
forward pass over multiple ones during inference, we conduct additional experiments (Row 5). We randomly select
hidden units with ratio p at test time and average results of
10 forward passes. Apart from the apparent inferior results
(success 42% vs. 68% for Row 5 vs. 4), the VO model’s
throughput drastically decreases from 118.8 FPS (frames per
second) for Row 4 to 8.45 FPS for Row 5.
Learning action-specific models helps. As mentioned in
Sec. 4.1, action-specific model design (SepAct) improves
the navigation’s success rate from 68% (Tab. 2 Row 4) to
75% (Row 8) while improving other metrics as well. Furthermore, SepAct increases the accuracy of VO prediction for all
three components. To validate that this improvement is due
to SepAct and not from an increased parameter count, we
add two more ablations (Row 6 and 7): 1) in Row 6, a VO
model was trained with 3⇥ more parameters (12.4M) than
the single-action model (3.93M) by increasing the ResNet-
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18 layer width twofold. Note, we observed that wider models
work better than deeper ones for PointGoal navigation. Comparing Row 8 to Row 6, we can see that simply adding more
parameters performs worse in success rate (75% to 70%),
SPL (56% to 52%) as well as VO prediction; 2) in Row 7,
instead of training separate models, we exposed a unified
model to action information via an action embedding. Performance increases from Row 6 to Row 7 on success rate
(70% to 72%), SPL (52% to 53%) and VO prediction, establishing that action information is important for such a task.
However, the worse results compared to Row 8 (success and
SPL both drop 3 points) confirm the effectiveness of SepAct.
Encouraging geometric invariance in the egomotion predictions is helpful. As discussed in Sec. 3.2, the VO model
can benefit from exploiting the geometric invariance properties. Row 8 vs. Row 10 in Tab. 2 confirms the effectiveness of this technique: success rate and SPL improves two
and one points respectively. To verify that this improvement indeed stems from the self-supervised signal instead
of data augmentation, we conduct an ablation with a simple
data augmentation for invertible actions like turn left and
turn right. Specifically, when training the VO model for
turn left, apart from using the original pair of frames
collected for turn left, we also utilize the frames collected for the turn right action by reversing the pair of
observations and computing the corresponding ground-truth
SE(2). Similar processing is applied when training the VO
model for turn right. We do not apply data augmentation
to move forward since there do not exist situations where
agents move backward. Tab. 2 shows that sole data augmentation does not help navigation performance (success and
SPL remain the same across Tab. 2 Row 9 vs. Row 8).
Depth discretization and top-down projection account
for more satisfactory results. As shown in Sec. 3.3, we
add depth discretization d-depth to obtain a more robust
egomotion estimation. Indeed, use of d-depth increases
success rate from 77% to 79% and SPL from 57% to 60%
(Tab. 2 Row 10 vs. Row 12). To understand whether the
performance is robust to the number of d-depth’s channels,
we ablate over 5, 10, and 20 channels in Row 11 - 13. The
results verify that coarse discretization harms the navigation
performance (Row 11 vs. Row 12). However, when the granularity increases (20 channels instead of 10), the gains from
adding more channels are not significant (Row 12 vs. Row
13). Meanwhile, use of the soft projection discussed in
Sec. 3.4 benefits PointGoal navigation improving success
and SPL by two points (Row 12 vs. Row 18 in Tab. 2).
Every representation feature is indispensable for VO. To
verify that every input feature is required, we conduct ablations by removing each feature (RGB, D, DD, S-Proj) from
the VO model. Specifically, if we ignore the RGB representation, success drops from 81% to 72% (Row 14 vs. 18
in Tab. 2). Trends are similar for depth (success drops two

(a) SPL 85%.

(b) SPL 80%.

(c) SPL 85%.

Figure 5: Qualitative results. Agent is asked to navigate from blue
square to green square. Blue curve is the actual path the agent takes
while red curve is based on the agent’s estimate of its location from
the VO model by integrating over SE(2) estimation of each step.

points from Row 16 vs. 18), depth discretization (success
drops 4 points from Row 15 vs. 18), and egocentric top-down
projection (Row 12 vs. 18). Moreover, we train our VO without any depth-related parts, i.e., depth, DD, and S-Proj (Row
17). Row 17 vs. 18 again verifies the importance of depth.
Note, the difference between Row 1 and Row 17 is that
Row 17 uses Dropout, SepAct, DataAug, and GeoInv. the
7-point success rate improvement validates those technique’s
usefulness (Row 1 vs. Row 17).
Tuning RL policy with VO further improves performance. The VO model’s efficiency (36 FPS for Row 18
in Tab. 2 on a 3.10GHz Intel Xeon Gold 6254 CPU and an
Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU) permits fine-tuning of
the RL policy with respect to the VO module. In Tab. 2’s
Row 19, we observe overall best performance across all criteria after tuning the RL policy with only 14.7 million frames,
which is much more affordable than billions of frames [53].
Comparison to other VO methods. We further compare to
DeepVO [49], a supervised RNN-based VO, on PointGoal
Navigation. Please see the appendix for implementation
details. We train DeepVO on our collected dataset. We found
DeepVO to fall short of the simplest VO model as success
rate drops from our 52% to 50% (Row 0 vs. 1 in Tab. 2). We
hypothesize that the RNN does not perform well due to little
overlap between consecutive frames.

4.4. Qualitative Results
Fig. 5 shows several successful trajectories that overlay
the ground-truth top-down map. We show that integrating
VO techniques into a navigation policy permits to accurately
guide the agent towards the point goal. For example, in
Fig. 5c, the VO model is able to precisely estimate SE(2)
around corners and in case of collisions. More examples and
failure cases are available in the appendix.

5. Conclusion
To conclude, we find classical visual odometry techniques
to be surprisingly effective and yield a very strong baseline
for Embodied PointGoal Navigation in a realistic setting
(noisy actuation and perception; no localization sensor).
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